ACROSS
1 A form of condensation inside may be got out of the path (4,3)
5 Cooks eat one of the top dogs (6)
8 Filter out stress (6)
9 Innovators put one in wharves (8)
10 Bright spark leaves without you in an ancient manner (4)
11 That crime I organised produced sums for primary school (10)
12 Oriental with space to move is to head for the hills (6)
14 GPs get involved in human treatment with a type of moss (8)
16 The schedule: firstly, advance in the automobile (8)
19 Rascal has just a kopeck in cash (6)
21 Unwell clergyman takes a turn eating rodents and fine spaghetti (10)
23 A tear, note, is quite mature (4)
25 There is direction in a sturdy looking lidded box for all the men on the board (5,3)
26 Old Mrs Smith rang around the Big Apple (6)
27 PS sent back present, a globe (6)
28 Danish leader, mad skater and the most gloomy (7)

DOWN
1 The same colour, just a little lighter perhaps (5)
2 In Tuvalu cardholders turn up for an old blood transfusion operative (7)
3 He wanted a new arrangement and proceeded with it (4,5)
4 Younger, better educated and more prosperous types give positive answer about rising productivity index (7)
5 Material for the clergy (5)
6 In charge of getting a bird turned into a massive frozen chunk (7)
7 The bed, for example, in which registered nurse and I come together in days to come (9)
13 Eccentric chap spies a flying saucer from Venus perhaps (9)
15 A real beat buzzing sound and a loud racket by genetically engineered rock leader (9)
17 See man's organisation as a group (2,5)
18 Gave an account of kin (7)
20 Hurried up to speed to tell the story (7)
22 The actors' English reveals their social class (5)
24 Point out a grape for making champagne (5)